FLEET TO ASSEMBLE SOON FOR GREAT CELILO CELEBRATION

From May 3 Until the Night of May 8 Canal History Will Be Made on Columbia and Her Tributaries From Lewiston to Astoria.

PUBLIC WHEEL ON WATERFRONT AT UNECILLA.

This will be made on something of the excitement of the day of the opening of the Pacific Northwest. The fleet is to consist of some of the most magnificent vessels ever seen on the Columbia River. The fleet will be assembled at the mouth of the river, and moving down to Astoria, will make a grand review. The purpose is to spread the news of the opening of the new waterway, and to give the people of the Northwest an opportunity to see the most wonderful fleet ever seen on the Columbia River.

FARMERS' WIVES TELL TROUBLES TO HOUSTON

Better Prices for Products Regarded as Key to Prosperity of Entire Farm-Household Making Nothing Worth.

ABERDEEN MAYOR-ELECT IS INTERESTING FIGURE

Oregonian has Romantic History, and When in College War Styled "The Famed Man from Fakti"—Married Descendant of Mountain Men.

TURTLE IS CIGAR CUTTER

Nine nippers were off East for University students.

BROTHER IS NOW SHERIFF

Gonzales Term Court Official Has Signs Before Sentence.

HIRING CONVICTS FAVORED

Railroad's Plan to Help New Win.

WIDOWS TO DIVIDE ESTATE

Louisiana Supreme Court Awards Late Team's Domestic Tangibles.
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